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 Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a transmission system 

that uses multiple orthogonal carriers that are sent out at the same time. OFDM 

is a technique for mobile and wireless communication that has high-efficient 

frequency utilization, high data-rate transmission, simple and efficient 

implementation using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and the inverse fast 

Fourier transform (IFFT), and reduces inter symbol interference (ISI) by 

inserting cyclic prefix (CP). One of the most important approaches in an 

OFDM system is channel estimation. In this paper, the orthogonal frequency 

division multiplexing system with the Rayleigh channel module is analyzed for 

different areas. The proposed approach used large numbers of subcarriers to 

transmit the signals over 64-QAM modulation with pilot add channel 

estimation. The accuracy of the OFDM system is shown in the measuring of 

the relationships of peak power to the noise ratio and bit error rate.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The expanding necessity for high-piece rate advanced versatile interchanges has impelled the 

presence of orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) for accomplishing great execution at a high 

pace of information transmission. In different correspondence frameworks for transmission of information, 

the orthogonal frequency division multiple access is a various access plans are chosen as a physical layer 

interface for cutting edge remote correspondence frameworks like IEEE [1]. OFDM is a transmission 

strategy that utilized numerous bearers in the symmetrical structure to transmit the back rubs all the while [2]. 

In remote correspondence systems especially in OFDM, Synchronization is liberal to make a nature of 

organization and high-transmission limit without disregarding the critical property that is subcarrier evenness [3]. 

The best possible structure of the mind-boggling genuine OFDM framework is dissected in compelling and 

proficient usage, fast Fourier transform (FFT) and the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT), embeddings 

cyclic prefix (CP) to diminish the impact of inter-symbol interference (ISI) and multi-channel fading [2]. 

Each subcarrier is tweaked with an ordinary advanced regulation plan, (for example, QPSK, 16QAM, and so 

on.) [4]. In that capacity OFDM has a generally longer image term than single bearer frameworks (because of 

the lower bit pace of sub-channels) which makes it extremely invulnerable to quick channel blurring and 

drive clamor, channel adjustment is utilized to remunerate twisting of the sign at the recipient [5], [6]. This 
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paper gives considers the impact of utilizing a Rayleigh direct in the OFDM framework in more than three 

sorts of regions. The conclusive outcomes and the exhibition of the framework are estimated as far as 

capacity to clamor proportion and number of bits mistakes rate. 

 

 

2. TRANSCEIVER OFDM SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

In the OFDMA framework, numerous symmetrical sub-carrier signals are firmly dispersed and 

covered for transmission of data. These symmetrical subs–carrier don't meddle with one another and give 

roughness to the inter-symbol interference and blurring of the channel (ISI) [1], [7]. The input information to 

be transmitted is first conveyed by the sub-carrier signals toss the balancing procedure which utilized here 

64-PSK at the low image rate. A complete transceiver OFDM system is described as shown in Figure 1.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Block diagram for an OFDM system 

 

 

This tweak strategy has his own arrangement of favorable circumstances which are offered to the 

correspondence framework [8]-[10], besides; partition the information after regulated it into various equal 

information streams to embed the pilot data on each stream and afterward utilizes IFFT activity which 

rearranges it in the beneficiary by applying FFT, inter-symbol interference (ISI) can be disposing of by 

including an unfilled gatekeeper interim (GI) between two rehashed symbols [11]. The most generally 

utilized technique to include GI is cyclic prefix (CP) which is a reiteration of the finish of the image which is 

put toward the beginning of the image. The cyclic prefix is added to stay away from between square 

obstructions and protect symmetry between sub-channels [12], [13]. By and large, the length of the cyclic 

prefix is picked with the end goal that the watchman interim is longer than or proportional to the concede 

spread of the channel; these cyclic are expelled at the beneficiary side. Sequential to-resemble, just as 

corresponding to-sequential transformation, channel estimation, lastly; advanced to simple and simple to the 

computerized change process, every one of these activities, happen to the sign when utilized OFDM 

framework. 

 

 

3. CHANNEL 

The channel is demonstrated as a period area complex-baseband move work, which may then be 

convolved with the transmitted sign to decide the sign at the collector side. additive white Gaussian noise: 

This is an occupy model in which the primary crippling to correspondence is a straight development of wide-

band or foundation clamor a predictable spooky thickness and a Gaussian scattering of bounty. The model 

does not represent blurring, recurrence selectivity, obstruction, non-linearity or scattering. In any case, it 

produces basic scientific models that are useful for picking up data on the fundamental conduct of a 

framework before these other marvels are considered [14]-[16]. Rayleigh fading: This is an authentic model 

to see the impact of blurring on the spread of radio sign in a situation, as used by remote contraptions. 

Rayleigh obscuring models acknowledge that the enormity of a sign that has experienced such a transmission 

medium (additionally called a correspondences channel) will change discretionarily or on the other hand 
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obscure; as indicated by a Rayleigh circulation, the winding piece of the aggregate of two uncorrelated 

Gaussian unpredictable components [17]. Rayleigh obscuring is viewed as a reasonable model for 

tropospheric and ionospheric signal inducing similarly as the effect of enthusiastically created urban 

circumstances on radio signs [18]. Rayleigh blurring is best appropriate when there is no prevailing 

engendering along with a view between the transmitter and collector [19], [20].  

 

 

4. CHANNEL ESTIMATION 

The channel estimation strategies for OFDM frameworks dependent on the pilot course of action are 

explored. The channel estimation dependent on brush type pilot course of action is considered through 

various calculations for both evaluating channels at pilot frequencies and inserting the channel [21]-[23]. The 

estimation of the channel at pilot frequencies depends on LS and LMS while the channel insertion is finished 

utilizing straight interposition, second solicitation inclusion, low-pass presentation, spline cubic interjection, 

also, time-space addition. The time-space introduction is gotten by breathing easy area through inverse 

discrete Fourier transform (IDFT), zero cushioning and returning to recurrence space through discrete Fourier 

transform (DFT) [24], [25]. Also, Pilots are sent in all the sub-transporters of the principal image of each 

square and channel estimation is performed by utilizing LS estimation.  

 

 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In the sections we presented the simulation results of OFDM system by bit error rate (BER) and 

signal to noise ratio SNR, which can be defined as the rate on which the blunder has happened during the 

information transmission in advanced correspondence. BER is fundamentally influenced by the commotion, 

twisting, and weakening in the channel. the sign capacity to the degree of commotion power is SNR. On the 

off chance that the SNR proportion is high then it implies it contains increasingly helpful data and less 

boisterous information. Figures will show the estimated samples behind the transmitted signals in a different 

area. For the algorithm considered in Figure 1, the studies are held in three different areas (bad urban, typical 

urban, and Rural area) as shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4. The channel adopted is a Rayleigh fading with 6 tap 

time delay one with 64- QAM modulations. Input data was modulating onto 128 subcarriers; The parameters 

of OFDM symbol duration is chosen as 16 cyclic prefix length, the 1e-3 timing period of the channel, 64 

numbers of symbols for QAM modulation and the OFDM frames = 1000 frames. Figures show the 

simulation results for BER versus SNR for each area alone and finally the comparison of all results with each 

other's to see the adequacy of the estimator on the OFDM system with varied regions. The LS estimator is 

seemed, by all accounts, to be the major figuring and gives standard results. Used with fundamentally all the 

plans of channel estimation, the LS estimator will be conveyed as an extent between the data course of action 

and the yield. The compression of the above figures is shown in Figure 5 to see the the differnces of them. 

Finally, to focuses on the better performance under AWGN and Rayleigh channel fading can show in Figure 6 

which is the comparession study of a bit error rate of them.  

 

 

  
 

Figure 2. BER of OFDM model for Rural area 

 

Figure 3. BER of OFDM model for typical  

Urban area 
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Figure 4. BER of OFDM model for the bad  

Urban area 

 

Figure 5. comparession of the above figures with 

each other of BER of OFDM model 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Comparession the bit error rate of AWGN and rayleigh channel fading for the areas 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we present an OFDM system with the pilot-aided channel estimation techniques over 

different areas (bad urban, typical urban, and rural areas). The LS algorithm utilizes channel prior 

information on clamor difference and covariance of the channel, this calculation can acquire a relatively good 

SNR and BER performance, we can conclude that the QAM gives better performance under AWGN and 

Rayleigh channel fading. In all three areas, we note that at a small value of the signal/ noise ratio the numbers 

of errors are high and reached nearly 10-4 errors bits with a high power rate; meaning that this system works 

well with the lowest BER values. 
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